experience. High score on this scale was observed in 94 % of urban and 42 % of rural high school students, i.e. they search for something new without thinking of satisfying their demands only.

5. Creativity is an essential attribute of the self-actualization, which can be called a creative attitude to life. High scores in this criterion were observed in 89 % of urban and 31 % of rural high school students.

6. Autonomy, according to the majority of humanitarian psychologists, is the main criterion of mental health, the integrity of the personality. Self-actualizing personality is autonomous, independent and free, but it does not mean to deny solitude. High scores were assessed in both groups: 78 % in the CG and 75 % in the EG.

7. Spontaneity results from confidence in oneself and trust to the surrounding world. Ability to act spontaneously is frustrated by cultural norms; natural spontaneity can be observed only in little children. High scores on this scale were observed in 85 % of the urban and only in 21 % of the rural high school pupils. For those, is self-actualization a way of life.

8. Self understanding. High score on this scale indicates person’s sensitivity to own wishes and demands (87 % of the urban and 34 % of the rural respondents).

9. Auto-sympathy is a natural basis of mental health and integrity of a personality. Low scores usually have neurotic, anxious and unconfident people. High scores on this scale were observed in both groups (CG and EG) – 79 % and 75 % correspondingly.

10. The scale of sociability assesses person’s ability to build stable and friendly relations with others. In the self-actualization questionnaire, sociability is understood not as a level of communication skills, but as a general predisposition to creating mutually useful and pleasant contacts with other people, as a necessary basis for synergic orientation of personality. High scores were observed in 89 % of the urban and 34 % of the rural high school pupils.

11. The scale of flexibility in communication refers to the presence or lack of social stereotypes, ability to express oneself adequately via communication. High scores – 97 % of the urban and 46 % of the rural respondents – prove their self-expression skills and ability to interact authentically with other people.

Qualitative analysis of the first research results let conclude that the processes of self-determination and self-esteem development within the self-actualization differ considerably in pupils of urban and rural schools.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION’S INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL
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Higher educational institution’s innovative potential has recently become an object of active regulatory control, which usually shows the update of the social problem and recognition of the necessity of its solving by public administration.

So, tendencies of the development of innovative activity in education system generally and particularly in higher education institutions were reflected in the adopted by Russia’s Ministry of Education in April 2000 Concept of scientific, science-engineering and innovation politics in the education system of Russian Federation 2001-2005 and also in Basic lines of Russian Federation’s policy in the field of the development of innovation system till 2010 approved on the 5th of August 2005 and in the Strategy of the development of science and innovations in Russian Federation till 2015 [1; 3-6].

It is marked in the documents that contemporary higher education institute should become not only science-education centre. Because of the development of innovation activity, infrastructure of its support, establishing communications between education, science and innovation segments transforms it transforms into special higher education complex – education-science-innovation complex (ESIC). Only such a complex allows characterizing higher education institute as innovative. Nevertheless state-financed science and higher education institutions until recently could not independently establish business companies and small innovation commercial enterprises. It significantly slowdowned the innovation activity of higher education institutions.

In August 2009 a law, allowing state-financed science and higher education institutions bringing in intellectual property into authorized fund of business companies to introduce the scientific work results, was adopted (FL №217 from 02.08.2009). The adoption of this law means that higher education institutions now may establish small innovation enterprises. Never-
theless the majority of higher education institutions don’t have intangible assets (patents, licenses) that can be brought in as foundation contribution into small enterprise. Moreover, higher education institutions and institutes cannot manage license duties; therefore the developers have no motivation to achieve new results of intellectual activity.

It is planned that in 2010 government will pay special attention to problems of small innovative companies. Russian venture company has create so called seed fund with capitalization 2 milliard which is generally determined for these goals. The same program only with much less capitalization exists in the Fund for the Promotion of the Development of Small Forms of Enterprises in the Scientific and Technical Sphere. RUSNANO has already adopted the concept of development of seed funds with the support of small enterprises. The Ministry of Economic Development will give subsidies from the federal budget resources which along with regional resources will support small businesses and special programs financing small high-technology business.

One more draft law is in its final stage-about innovative system of RF. More than 50 constituent entities of the Federation have appealed to the Committee of Science and science technologies and also to State Duma to make a law about innovations. It is in the stage of agreement with ministries and departments.

Key moment to introduce the law to life should be stimulation of demand for innovation. In order to have work small enterprises should have consumers of their products, that is big companies. They should search for such consumers. Abroad venture business helps the development of higher education science. Since 1980, venture funds began investing actively into universities in the USA, for example. In Great Britain in 1983 a venture company Seed Capital Ltd has been established, now it’s called Oxford Technology Management, it’s investing into university scientists’ developments. In Russia the concept of venture capital appeared in 1994, when World Bank created first venture funds. Now there are 155 such funds, money of which can be invested into higher education science.

At annual meeting of science-educational community of Higher School of RF, which was in St.Petersburg State Mining Institute named after G.V. Plekhanov (technical university), minister of education and science marked that additionally to basic financing 90milliard rubles will be given so that higher school could become equal participant in developing science in our country along with RAS. The Ministry of Education and Science is suggesting spending additional resources given by the government to higher school in 2010-2012 in several directions [2; 5]. First of all additional state support of programs of development of national, federal and national research institutes will be provided. It is also planned to support projects of development of higher education institution cooperations and academic groups and science departments of cooperative sector in regions. One more direction is state support of measures of attracting recognized scientists into leading higher education institutes, including Russian scientists from abroad. Moreover, the money will go not only for a scientist’s and team’s salary, but also equipment and supplies. Finally, creation of infrastructure for the development of small productions in higher education institutions will be supported: certificate centers, seed funds, patent and marketing services, training- consulting and engineering centers.

It’s necessary to mark that managing innovation activity in higher education institutions is a system process, comprising all types of its activity: management, education, science, production. Consistency in managing innovations leads to that higher education institution becomes highly integrated system, serving base of the development of fundamental science, which becomes literally built into education system.

It integrates educational processes and science research, on basis of which development of students’ creativity and training of high quality specialists takes place on the one hand, from the other- creation of science technologies, introduction of these technologies into life.
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